
Specify as: Meynell Bonus (PEBS0026.1P)
Bath/thermostatic shower mixer with conventional washer bath tap 
headworks.

Dimensions (mm) Flow Diagram

Combined manual bath mixer and thermostatic  �
shower

Suitable for all baths with standard 180 mm tap hole  �
centres

Simple and quick to install �

Attractive, easy clean design �

Standard washer bath tap headworks �
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Installation and Maintenance
Please refer to the appropriate Product manual.

Connections
inlets: ¾” BSP male.
Shower outlet: ½” BSP male.

Approvals
designed, manufactured and supported in accordance with accredited 
BS en iSo 9001:2000 Quality management Systems and
BS en iSo 14001:2004 environmental management Systems. 

Operation
The outside knobs control the flow of water to the central bathfill 
outlet. Anticlockwise movement turns the water flow on.

when the central knob is turned on, anticlockwise, water is delivered 
to the shower outlet.

Materials
Body: Chrome plated brass.

Temperature Range
Factory preset outlet temperature: 42°C (adjustable).
minimum temperature differential between each inlet and preset 
shower outlet temperature: 10°C.
optimum temperature range: 35°C - 45°C.
maximum hot water temperature: 85°C (for safety reasons it is 
recommended that the hot water storage temperature is maintained at 
between 60°C to 65°C in ablutionary applications.
maximum cold supply temperature: 25°C.
maximum hot supply temperature: 85°C. 

Pressures/Flow Rate
minimum maintained pressure (gravity system): 0.1 bar (to highest 
shower position).
minimum maintained pressure (gas water heater): 1.0 bar.
maximum static pressure: 10 bar.
maximum pressure loss ratio: 5:1 (in favour of either supply).
Note! Both hot and cold pressure should be nominally equal.
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The company reserves the right to alter product specification without notice.
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reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including 
photocopying or electronically, without the permission of Kohler mira Limited.

Weight

Product gross weight (Kgs) total Packaged
weight (Kgs)

meynell Bonus 4.860 5.243
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